
WAREHOUSE SALE
You’ll be floored by these prices!

215.826.8080
800.252.7848

WWW.ALLREDI-US.COM
ABRASIVES / BLASTING / COATING / DUST COLLECTION
RENTAL & SERVICE / SAFETY / VACUUMS / WATERJET

$ 18,000
SCANMASKIN 28 WORLD SERIES GRINDER
Part # 10SC572805
The machine features cast alloy components along with a floating shroud, 
designed for years of durability and dust free operation. Scanmaskin 28 RC is 
equipped with a new tool head for better balance and tool support. The machine 
also has a new electrical cabinet with an improved cooling system. The cooling 
system is sealed and protects the electrical components against heat and dust. 
The wheels of Scanmaskin 28 RC are 370 mm and can be quickly released, 
which makes it easy for the operator to operate the machine manually.

$ 33,500 The 230/3 phase powered remote ride-on grinder has motorized wheels with 
zero radius turn. 5 speed settings to dial in the pace based upon the tools you’re 
using. Both gravity fed and pump spray mister. Removable travel wheel and both 
forward and rear facing LED lights.

CPS ELECTRIC ROVER KIT 230/3 PHASE
Part # 10CPGPMC0324K

The CPS G250 is an easy to operate planetary grinder that packs a punch with a 
10HP electric motor. Its lightweight and narrow aluminum frame and single phase 
power requirements are perfect for residential and light commercial applications.

CPS G250 25” ELECTRIC GRINDER
Part # 10CPGPMC0063K

$ 14,500
$ 14,500

$ 22,000
The machine features cast alloy components along with a floating shroud, 
designed for years of durability and dust free operation. Scanmaskin 28 RC is 
equipped with a new tool head for better balance and tool support. The machine 
also has a new electrical cabinet with an improved cooling system. The cooling 
system is sealed and protects the electrical components against heat and dust. 
The wheels of Scanmaskin 28 RC are 370 mm and can be quickly released, 
which makes it easy for the operator to operate the machine manually.

SCANMASKIN 28 WORLD SERIES 
GRINDER - REMOTE CONTROL 
Part # 10SC572855

INCLUDES
REMOTE

Offer good while supplies last. Call 215-826-8080 today!


